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Vibration-to-vibration energy transfer probabilities for HF(v=m)+H2(u = 0)->HF(v=» — 1) 4- H2(» = 1) and DF(v=n)+D2 

(v=0)->DF(y — » — !)+D2(w = 1) including both the vibration-to-vibration and translation (V—K T) and vibration-to-vib

ration and rotation (V~Vf R) energy transfer paths have been calculated semiclassically using a simplified collision 

model and Morse-type intermolecular interaction potential. The caculated results are in reasonably good agreement 

with those obtained by experimental studies. They also show that the transition processes for HF(v = 1 — 3)+Hz(v = 0) 

->HF(v = 0—2)+H2(t? = 1) and DF(z，=l, 4)+D2(y—0)^DF(r = 0, 3) + D2(r=l) are strongly dependent on the V—V, 

T path at low temperature but occur predominantly via the V—V, R path with rising temperature. The vibration- 

to-vibration energy transfer for HF(w = 4)-1- H2(v=0)->HF(t^ = 3)+H2(w = 1) and DF(r=2 — 3)+Dg(y=0)-»DF(v =1 — 2) 

+ D2(y = 1) occur predominantly via V~ V, R path and V~ V, T path through whole temperatures, respectively.

Introduction

In recent years the vibration-to-vibration (V—V) energy 

transfer of hydr喫en halides or of deuterium halides have 

been studied with various collision partners.1 ~6 These studies 

have been recognized important because of the great interest 

in theories used to predict the V—V energy transfer and 

in the development of hydrogen halide chemical lasers.

In these collision systems the V~V energy transfer pro

cesses for HF(r=«) and DF(r = w) with the homonuclear dia

tomic molecules can be expressed as follows;

HF3=m)+X2(0=O)tHF(dl1)+X2O = D + AE；

DF(v = n) 4-X2(r-0)->DF(y=n-l) +X2(v=l) + AE

where X represents H, D, N, 0, etc. This process is either 

endothermic or exothermic reaction according to the sign 

of the energy mismatch AE. In case of the endothermic pro

cess ", AF<0), energy mism가ch AE will have to be trans

ferred to the vibrational motion of the ground state m이ec비e 

from the translational or rotational motion. Conversely, in 

the exothermic one g AE〉0), hE will be transferred to 

the translational or rotational motion. The V— V energy tran

sfer processes of these two reactions thus can be accompli

shed via both the vibration to vibration and translation (V 

一卩; T), and the vibration to vibration and rot거ion (V~V, 

R) mechanisms, which can be two possible pathways for the 

supply or removal of the energy mismatch.

In our previous papers the V—V, T energy transfer of 

hydrogen chlorides7 and of hydrogen bromides8 was descri

bed by the long-lived collision model which had been recent

ly developed to take into account the relatively weak hydro

gen bonding between these molecules. And the combin가ion 

of long-lived collision model and the V—V, R energy transfer 

model can satisfactorily account for the vibrational relax건ion 

probabilities for V—V energy transfer of N(知=2) by NO 

仞=0)9.

In this paper, it will be shown th거 both the long-lived 

collision model, which considers the local translational mode 

due to the binding energy of weakly bound complex between 

hydrogen fluoride and nonpolar molecule10, and the V—Vt 

R energy transfer model can be applied to the calculation 

of the V—V energy transfer probabilities for the above pro

cesses. As illustrative examples, the following two processes 

are chosen;

HF(yzzM)+ H2(y—0)-*HF(w=M-l) + H2(r = l)+AE (a)

DF(0=，z) + D2(0=O)tDF(v =刀一 1)+D2(v = 1) + AE (b)

Furthermore, we wish to find out the effect of temperature, 

vibrational quantum number and energy mismatch on the 

energy transfer probabilities. Also, the results will be compa

red with those obtained from other V—V energy transfer 

experiments11-22.

The collision model and the derivation of the equation 

for the energy transfer probability for V~V, T and V— V, 

R are given elsewhere7-9,23. Those expressions are summari

zed briefly in the next sections.

V—V, T Energy Transfer

The interaction potential is assumed to be of Morse type;

U(r) =«exp(今兰)-2 exp(专产)] ⑴

where r is the distance between H (or D) atom of HF (or 

DF) molecule and H (or D) 죠tom of H2 (or D2) m이ecule, 

ret its equilibrium value, and D and a, potential parameter옹 
to be determined. When the relative separation, Rt between 

the colliding molecules is significantly greater than the equi

librium bond diatance d\ and dz, the atom-atom distance 

can be approximated as 尸스1?—丫얺i+xJ 8肅1+§02+电) 

cos 02- Subscripts 1 and 2 represent HF (or DF) molecule 

and H2 (or D2), m이。cule, respectively; 0： the angle between 

molecular axes and R, x, the vibrational coordinate, and 丫 
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=，加/(彻矿卜力#) or 加，G如+師£)・ Substituting this distance 

into Eq. (l)t the overall interaction potential could be expres

sed as f서 lows,

U(R, 0b &, xb x】) = Uo(R, Ob &)

丄 au 丄 BU 노 d2U .
+x宓嘔蔵+… (2)

We shall replace 饴 by 節/2肱aD(a广 + 疝)，where a/ and a, 

are ladder operators, and Mt and w, are the reduced mass 

and angular frequency of the ;ith oscillator, respectively.

After including the averaging effect of the rotational mo

tions of the colliding molecules, the orientation-averaged po

tential with the new equilibrium distance Re* can be written 

as;

f4(/?) = (2n)^2J j WR, &, &〕比1工2』&曲2

=께exp(으^ ) - 2 exp ) ⑶

어爲 ( 扣)"(*2# 

讪冲= 一一旅而砌一

is the modified Bessel function of order i, and Qi and

Q2t are d血 and respectively.

From Eqs. (1) and (2),

M *1，矩)=(2以『丄微夸严汕湖2

DF I、 J Re*—R(t) I
-瓦顽誌京离사K] exp] a J

-~~K2 exp{R 2珍①}]("「+ 釦)(此亠 +“2)

= F（t） +釦）（旳*+42） (4)

where Ki=Zi(Qi) IAQ2)/4(Qi)4(Q2)and 瓦=厶信-Qi)/i 

信■Q2)/2Z』*Qi)/』£q). In the vicinity of R*f the col

lision trajectory has been shown to be7 7? (Z) = R*—2a {E/D)1/2 

cos[(Z)*/2p)1/2G/fl)l where E is initial collision energy and 

卩 is the reduced mass of the collision system.

For v~lt It，0 transition, the transition probability can 

be wtitten in the form of

地—，, i(E) =v sii* [为t J： F아) exp(i &必)dt]

g2(f 才t「F(t) exp(込血)就I (5)
J --ac

where Acd=AE^T. The integral in Eq. (5) with the time de

pendence determined by the collision trajectory can be writ

ten as;

疔仁烈)exp(认E)必=云(片毎3泸网(2MZ沪

시쓳 J；（cos
n<t>+i sin 处e) exp[2(£ZD*)1/2 cos0]d<])

一 二牛 (cos M0+? sin g) exp[(E"户) I" cosM싸 (6) 

2jt J <•)

Noting that, from the collision trajectory, the period T of 

the local translational motion is 2n«(2^|/Z)*)1/2, the integration 

limits(01, 02)can be replaced by ( — 772, 772), which corre

sponds to (一71, n). Then, the re옹ult becomes;

exp(浦粉”=4康饥裏皿产

{2恥⑵您*)吃KE(2z) ―&丄⑵]} ⑺

where z — (E/D*)1/2 and the order of the Bessel function용 

appearing in the last bracket is m = Acoa(2|VD*)1/2. E in the 

energy exchange probability expression should be repla

ced by the symmetrized energy (EE(l~/>^?*2)Il1/2+EE(l 

— b2/r*2) + 사2 considering the effect of the non-zero im

pact parameter®) collisions. Here r* is the hard-sphere colli

sion diameter. With this consideration into account, the ther

mal-averaged probability can be written as,

啲(「)= s如产T：脚旗巴e(e,秘

exp(—E/HT)dEdb (8)

V—Vf R Energy Transfer

The energy difference due to the vibrational mismatch 

in 나】e V— V processes HF(u드丸)+ H2(u = 0) and DF(w = m) 

+ D2(u = 0), AE, can also be removed by the rotational mo

tion of H2 (or D2) molecule24. In the region of the 시ose옹t 
distance of approach Rot the rotation of HF (or DF) molecule 

can be replaced by its average effect;

私2(&) = (2n) - '£ 黑如 XlX2 d어

= 侦2蒙까1―exp"K드&)exp( - Q2 cos 02)

一匕 exp(&卢)exP( _ cos 02)

X cos 62(01+ + «i) («2+ + a2) (9)

where X3—Zi(Qi)//0(Qi)4(Q2)and K4=h(^Q^/2I0^Q^ Io 

($0). Assuming that the translational motion is frozen 

in the vicinity of Ro during removal of AE by rotation, the 

time dependence is solely due to the rotational trajectory 

02(O. In the region of strong interaction where 02- n, cos 02 

is not significanly different from — 1, thus cos & in the pre

exponential part is replaced by 一 1, but not so in the expo

nent. In this region, the rotational trajectory has been found 

to be25

exp( - yQ2 cos &) - 쓸 (2I/A)1/2(t-fr)'1 (10)

where 人니力切(Q2)] exp (으云*j，

8 = [喚。伽』exp ( 혀貫 ),

r-\27n/ ,4 r(i+：)Er1/2+!'
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a尸븡으; 成日B +브T，

養河+5) 

2A(l + a)

片으十七씂)出 8=韻 1 + W"

and I is the moment of inertia.

From Eqs. (9) and (10), with the contour integration

f 이黑(岭乎) (:A(D)w/Awr(M)ZI exp ( —A(dt),
J -00

we find

"Js exp(^3f)dt=次4後::严"J

1-
"払) 
2A(Qt)

財 DFQ)
시 ■—2I~ (11)

The dependence of the energy transfer probability on 

temperature could be obtained by averaging P治,】(E” E) 

over the distributions of initial collision energy, and along 

with average over impact parameter 0);

5 D=(成迂 口芸27"心 KE“ E, b)

exp(-£r/feT) exp( -矽成)d&dEdb (12)

In averaging over Er, we shall replace Er by the aver

age energy Er= + (Er+^A(o)1/2]2.

Results and Discussion

For the calculation, the spectroscopic constants were taken 

from the the standard tables.26 The interaction parameter 

a is estimated in terms of the Lennard-Jones (L—J) consta

nts from the equation27 a=ayn~ 1Z2[r(7/12)/r( 1/12)](4e 
/E*)니七 where {L7r(7/12)/F(l/12)](2nji)1/2(CAE^ T 

^0}12/19 and C=oy(4£)1/12/12. The Lennard-Jones constants28 

are由压)=33.3血 冰玖)=39.3尾 由HF/DF)=400歸 即 
(HD =2.915 A, oy(D2) =2.948 A, and(HF/DF) =2.55 A. 

Using the constants given above, we find a = 0.292 T-1/19 A 

for HF+H2 and a = 0300 T"v19 A for DF+D2. The energy 

transfer probabilities in Eq (8) and (12) is slightly dependent 

on the change in a. The above relation shows a slight tempe

rature dependence of the value of a; e.g., the value옹 of the 

rtential parameter a vary from 0.221 A at 200 K to 0.203

1000 K for HF+死 and from 0.227 A at 200 K to 0.209 

A at 1000 K for DF+D2. Furthermore, as the calculation 

of the energy transfer probabilities was carried out for the 

temperature range from 200 to 800 K where the long-lived 
collision theory is expected to be valid, we take a = 0.22 A 

for both HF+H2 and DF+D2. We choose 0.6 kcal/mol as 

attractive energy D from db initio study by Sapes10. The inte

gration in Eq. (8) and (12) is carried out numerically.

The calculated results of the V~V, T, V—V, R and the 

overall V—V energy transfer probabilities the sum of 

the V—V, T and V—V, R contributions) are shown in Figu

res 1 to 4 for the process (a) and in Figures 5 to 8 for

T(K)

Fisure 1. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for HF(v = 1)+H2(v = 0)-*HF(v=0)+H2(u = 1). The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V—V, T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V—V, R model, and the solid curve the sum 

of these two results. Experimental data: ■, Ref. 11; ▽, Ref. 12; 

•, Ref. 13; ▲, Ref. 16; O, Ref. 20.

T(K)

Figure 2. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for HF(v = 2)+H2(v — 0)-^HF(v=1)+H2(v = 1). The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V—V, T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V—V,R model, and the solid curve the sum 

of these two results. Experimental data: △, Ref. 16; •, Ref. 17.

the process (b). As shown in Figures 1 to 4, the overall 

V—V probabilities for the process (a) increase with the inc

rease in temperature. This is because, when temperature 

increases, the long-lived collisions V—V, T mechanism)
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Figure 3. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for HF(y=3)+H2(v=0)->HF(y = 2)4- H2(v = 1). The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V— K T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V~Vf R model, and the solid curve the sum 

of these two res니ts. Experimental d겨a: 口, Ref. 16; △, Ref. 18; 

O, Ref. 20; •, Ref. 22.

Figure 4. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for HF(v = 4)4- H2(y=0)->HF(f=3) + H2(v = 1). The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V~ V, T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V—V, R model and the solid curve the sum 

of these two results. Experimental data: △, Ref. 17; O, Ref. 18; 

口，Ref. 22.

Figure 5. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for DF(y = 1)+D2(y = 0)->DF(v = 0) 4- D2(^ = 1). The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V—V, T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V~ V, R model, and the solid curve the sum 

of these two results. Experimental data: □, Ref. 12; •, Ref. 14; 

▲, Ref. 15; a, Ref. 19; O, Ref. 21.

T(K)

Figure 6. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for DF(w = 2)+D2(f=0>^DF(r = 1)+D2(y = 1). The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V— Vf T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V~Vt R model, and the solid curve the sum 

of these two results. Experimental data: •, Ref. 15; △, Ref. 19.

are of no longer importance, and the energy transfer mecha

nism by the rapid rotational motion (认 卩一 V, R mechanism) 

plays an important role29. For the process (b) as shown in 

Figures 5 to 8 the overall V— V probabilities, except for w = 4, 

decrease with the increase in temperature and in excellent
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Figure 7. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for DF(〃=3) + D23=0)tDF3 = 2)+D2S=D. The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V-V, T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V~V, R model, and the s시id curve the sum 

of these two result. Experimental data: •, Ref. 15; △, Ref. 19; 

□, Ref. 21.

T(K)

Figure 8. Vibration to vibration energy transfer probabilities 

for DF(0=4) + D2(e=O)TDF(〃 = 3)+D2(〃 = l). The dotted curve 

represents the result of the V—V, T model, the broken curve 

the result of the V—V, R model, and the solid curve the sum 

of these two result. Experimental data: △, Ref. 15; •, Ref. 19.

agreement with the experimental results. This fact could be 

explained in terms of the energy mismatch A£. In this case 

the energy mismatch of the process (b), the magnitudes of 

endothermicity, is quite smaller than that of the correspond

ing process (a). For example, when n is 1, 2, 3, and 4, the 

energy mism가ch, AE is 199, 369, 576 and 693 cn「' for 

나le process (a) and 85, 177, 268 and 360 cm-1 for the process 

(b), respectively. That is, the magnitudes of AE for the pro

cess (b) are almost half of those for the process (a). In gene

ral energy transfer process becomes less efficient as the 

amount of internal energy transferred into translational mo

tion increases. When is large, therefore, the V— V, T 

cannot play an important role due to the increased nonreso

nance character. However, when AE is small, the V— V, T 

mechanism now becomes more important relative to the 

V— V, R. Because of this small AE, the overall V— V proba

bilities for the process (b) are mainly dependent on V—V, 

T mechanism, showing the so-called negative temperature 

dependence.

For comparision with other experimental data, the overall 

V—V probabilities for process (a) and process (b) at 300 

K are collected in Tables 1 and 2, respectively along with 

other available experimental results. As can be seen in Tab

les and Figures, our calculated results for the process (b) 

agree well with those obtained experimentally, but those for 

the process (a) show a slightly larger values compared with 

the experimental results. When m = 1 in both the collision 

system of HF4-H2 and DF+D2, temperature dependence of 

the overall V— V probabilites also agrees well with the expe

rimental results. Thus, it is shown that our approach to pre

dict the energy exchange probability for the process (a) and 

(b) is valid, at least when n = l. For the case of the system 

HF(〃 = 2 —4)+H2(〃 드 0), the overall V— V probabilites calcu

lated show sharply positive dependence on the temperature, 

while the system HF(z = 1) + H血=0) shows very weak ten-

Table 1. Vibration-to-Vibration Energy Transfer Probabilities for HF(f=k) 4- H2(v = 0)-*HF(y=« — !)+H2(y = 1) at 300 K

V=1 v = 2 v = 3 〃 =4 Ref.

1.22 X10~3 8.17XL Bott and Heidner20

1.03X10-3 9.00X104 8.I8X-4 Bott16

1.23X10-3 Bott and Cohen13

1.74X10-3 Hancock and Green11

1.73X10-3 Hinchen12

5.0X10-" 3.6X10 4 5.1X10-5 Pool and Smith17

7.52 X10-4 1.12X10-3 Douglus and Moore18

9.00X10"4 1.57X10-3 Jursich, Ritter and Crin22

2.73X10"3 3.64X10 3 3.05 XW3 2.20X10-3 This work
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Table 2. Vibration-to-Vibration Energy Transfer Probabilities for DF(y = m) 4- D2(w=0)-^DF(r=w — 1) -I- D2(r = 1) at 300 K

V=1 心 y = 3 r = 4 Ref.

2.02 X10"3 1.78 X10~3 1.52X10-3 1.82 XW3 Bott19

1.99 XW3 Hinchen12

1.85 X IO3 Bott14

1.33X102 L85X10-3 2.12 X IO3 238X10-3 Kwok and Wilkins15

2.12X10-3 1.65X10 3 1.56X103 1.34XW3 This work

dency. Also the overall V—V probabilites are larger than 

the experimental values. However, as the available experi

mental data exist at only two temperatures of 200 K and 

300 K, it may be too early to conclude the validity of this 

model.

Figures 1 to 8 also show the relative importance of the 

two competing energy transfer pathways, V— V, T and V— V, 

R in inducing the V— V energy transfer. As shown in Figure 

1 to 4, when m = 1, the V—V, T probabilities calculated for 

the process (a) decrease with increase in temperature, that 

is, showing a negative temperature dependece, while for n = 

2, 3, and 4, the V—V, T probab.lities show maximum values 

near 300 K, 450 K and 600 K, respectively. In Eq. (8), E is 

replaced by the symmetrized energy E — (E,1/2 +£y2/2). When 

the impact parameter is considered, E=E(l—b%") and 

Ef~E(l—b2/r*2)-^-AE. Also the integration range in Eq. (8) 

is OMEMZ)*. Therefore, when l\E is much smaller than D*, 

the V— V, T energy transfer probability decreases with tem

perature but when AE is large, it goes through maximum 

and then, because of exponential term in Eq. (8), decreases 

as temperature is increased. In the present V— Vr T calcula

tion m = 2, 3 and 4 for process (a) and n = 4 for the process 

(b) in which the difference between Z>* and AE is not large 

show maximum values. All V— V, R probabilities for the pro

cess (a) increase sharply with increase in temperature. The

refore, as temperature increases a major portion of the ove

rall V— V energy transfer for the process (a) occurs by V~ V, 

R. On the other hand, for the processes (b) all V—V, T 

probabilities show typical negative temperature dependence 

and V~V, R probabilities show a positive dependence. For 

飾=1, the overall V~V transition are mainly dependent on 

the V— V, T at low temperature but occur predominantly 

via the V— V, R path with rising temperature. However, the 

V— V, R contribution to the overall process for w = 2-3 is 

very small compared with that of the V— V} T model. The 

V— K R contribution to overal V~V process for 死=4 is 

also very small at low temperature. For a large AE, the 

V~ V, T mechanism is not expected to play an important 

role due to the increased endothermic character. When w —1, 

2, 3, and 4, the V—V, T fractions for the process (a) are 

77, 61, 44, and 21% at 300 K, respectiv이y. That is, in the 

process (a)t the V—V, R process dominates over the V— V, 

T process in the overall V~V process for large v. But the 

V~ V, R fractions for the process (b) are neligible except 

for n~l at low temperature. For the process (b), NE is al

most half of the endothermicity for the processes (a) as no

ted before, so the relative fractions of the V—V, R to the 

overall V—V energy transfer probabilites are below 10% at 

300 K, which are much smaller than the corresponding va

lues of the processes (a). Even though the energy mismatch 

△E for the process (b) is much smaller than that for the 

process (a), it is an unexpected result that the V—V, T frac

tions for n — 2-4 are over 90% considering that the attractive 

force between DF and D2 is very small, that is, Z)=0.6 

kcal/mol. For both the processes (a) and (b), the variation 

of the overall V probabilities with the vibratioal quantum 

number v tends to decrease with v at low temperature, while 

at high temperature it tends to increase.

In summary, the overall V— V energy transfer probabilites 

for HF(r = n) + H2(r = 0) and DF(u = 〃) + D2(u = 0) using the 

long-lived collision model and the vibration to vibration and 

rotation energy transfer model have been calculated semicla- 

ssically. Even though the collision model used in this study 

is very simple, it can explain the essential features of the 

V~V energy transfer for HF+H2 and DF+D2.
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Picosecond Photoionization Processes of N.N.N^N'-Tetramethyl- 
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Photoionization processes of TMPD in H2O and D2O were studied, by measuring steady-state absorption, emission, 

fluorescence excitation spectra, and fluorescence lifetimes on picosecond time scale. The steady-state absorption spectra 

showed that there exists a cation-ion pair (Wurstefs Blue) in H20 and in D2O in the electronic ground state. Tempera

ture and excitation wavelength dependence were also studied ant the results show that the photoionization reaction 

in water is an activated process and the fluorescence lifetime is independent of the vibrational excess energy in 

the uv excitation range of 283-310 nm.

Introduction

Upon electronic excitation, TMPD is known as one of the 

simplest molecules undergoing one-photon ionization in polar 

solvents such as water, acetonitrile, and alcohols1-4. Recent

ly, time-resolved nanosecond and picosecond studies have 

been carried out in many laboratories to elucidate dynamics 

of electron photoejection from TMPD in the first excited 

singlet state" It seems that the photoionization process 

depends on the nature of solvents. For example, the fluores

cence lifetimes of TMPD in alcohols are affected by solvent 

polarity. The lifetimes of TMPD at room temperature are 

3.7, 7.3, and 7.6 ns in methanol, ethanol, and butanol, respec

tively10. Since the photoionization rate is roughly proportional 

to the inverse of the fluorescence lifetime, high solvent pola

rity facilitates the electron ejection by lowering the activation 

energy, which has been confirmed by temperature-dependent 

studies on fluorescence lifetime measurements10.

In acetonitrile, th은 fluorescence lifetime of TMPD is much 

shorter (1.0 ns), compared with alcohols. Mataga and cowor

kers extensively studied the photoionization process of 

TMPD and analogous molecules in acetonitrile5"71112. Based 

on their accumulated experimental data and recent experi

ments on the excittion wavelength dependence13, they con

cluded that the ionization occurs from the relaxed Si state 

(fluorescence state) and the rate of the electron ejection from 

the vibrationally unrelaxed state depends not only on the 

excess energy but also on the nature of the excited vibra

tional modes.

The polarity of water is so strong that TMPD forms a 

cation-ion pair, so-called "Wurstefs bule (WB)* in water 

even in the electronic ground state. Therefore, it is more 

difficult to interpret the experimental observations on ptoto- 

induced reaction process of TMPD in water. Richards and 

Thomas first studied the photoionization of TMPD in water- 

ethanol mixture with microsecond and nanosecond time re

solution2. They observed that the rapid fluorescence quen

ching of TMPD in the mixture as the concentration of water 

increases. From our previous measurements on fluorescence 

lifetimes of TMPD in water-ethanol mixture, we suggested 

that the decrease of the quantum yield in the high concen

tration of water was due to the fast electron transfer of 

TMPD10. However, the time resolution was limited by the 

instrument response so that the photoionization rate were 

not able to be measured accurately. It should be noted that 

Richard동 and Thomas reported that TMPD did not fluoresce 

in aqueous solution. However, our steady state emission and 

fluorescence lifetime data show that TMPD does fluoresce 

in H2O and in D2O.

In this work, we study the photoionization dynamics of 

TMPD in H2O and D2O in picosecond time scale. The lifeti

mes of TMPD in those solvents were measured with a 10 

ps temporal resolution. The activation energy and the Arre- 

henius factor were measured by obtaining fluorescence lifeti-


